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Festive Table Runner 

Supply List  
 
Gail Greene - Instructor 

 
Sewing Machine in good working order 

¼” foot if you have one 
Standard sewing supplies such as pins, thread, scissors, seam ripper, etc 

Rotary cutter, ruler and mat 
 

Fabric 
1 ¾ yd of “inspiration” fabric for the setting triangles, borders, binding and 

backing of your table runner.   I used a fabric with red and gold Christmas 
ornaments on a green leafy background in my sample. 

 

5 to 10 different fabrics for the center blocks that coordinate or contrast with 
your inspiration fabric above.  You will need a total of at least 1 ½ yards of 

these fabrics.  These can be fat quarters and/or full width of fabric cuts (1/8 
yd min) as long as you have at least 1 ½ yards total.  (But more is always 

better in my world!)   
I used red fabrics for my base strips and green and gold fabrics for my 

accent strips but you can mix them all up if you prefer. 
 

The choice of pre-washing your fabric is up to you.  If you do pre-wash your 
fabrics, then you must add starch or fabric sizing to them when you iron 

them at home otherwise it will be very difficult to cut and sew the narrow 
strips. 

 
YOU MUST CUT YOUR FABRIC FOR THE CENTER BLOCKS AT HOME!  

PLEASE CUT YOUR FABRIC AS FOLLOWS: 

 
For your accent strips cut a total of 24 strips 1” wide x 22”or hwof long  

(In my quilt these were green and gold fabrics)  
    If you are using fat quarters then these will be 1” x 22” strips 

    If you are using full width fabric cut your 1” strip and then cut that strip 
at the fold to give you 2 strips 1” x half width of fabric (hwof). 

YOU MUST PRESS THESE 1” STRIPS IN HALF LENGTHWISE AT HOME! 
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For your center block base strips cut a total of 24 strips 1 ½” x 22” or hwof 

From base fabrics cut a total of 7 strips 1 ¾” x 22” or hwof 
 
Bring all your pre-cut strips and any left over center block fabric to class. 
 

 


